I want to share my research with the Twitter sphere.

- Have or create a Twitter profile
- Follow CUR’s Twitter handle @CURinAction
- Think about what you will be posting in a poster, video clip, picture, or written post:
  - A digital poster of your completed or in-progress research
  - Undergraduate research experiences
  - Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on your research
  - Experience with virtual UR
  - Results or hard work towards research goals
  - Thoughts for representatives to know about UR, specifically newly elected officials
  - Thanks to your mentors, faculty, or institutions
- Make sure to post using #URExchange
- Subscribe at CUR.org/URExchange to receive our Guideline Book on tips and tricks for posting on November 12.

I want to support students by asking questions and learning more about their research, along with just cheering them on.

- Have or create a Twitter profile
- Follow CUR’s Twitter handle @CURinAction
- On November 12, 2020, follow #URExchange
- Posts:
  - Read through the research
  - Share praise and congratulations
  - Ask questions
  - Show support
  - Expand your network and follow accounts
  - Subscribe at CUR.org/URExchange to get reminders and more tips on how to participate as November 12 approaches.

I want to advocate for UR by making sure out students’ posts are seen by elected officials, campus leadership, journalists and beyond, while communicating the importance of UR.

- Have or create a Twitter profile
- Follow CUR’s Twitter handle @CURinAction
- On November 12, 2020, follow #URExchange
- Posts:
  - Read through the research
  - Share praise and congratulations
  - Ask questions
  - Show support
  - Tag important officials and institutions that need to know about UR
  - Share with your network
- Subscribe at CUR.org/URExchange to get reminders and more tips on how to participate as November 12 approaches.

CUR will support students, followers, volunteers, partners, and others to make sure that the power of UR is widely spread and recognized.

- Reaching out to other disciplinary societies
- Finding volunteers in all disciplines to help with outreach efforts
- Retweeting posts using hashtag #URExchange
- Sharing and tagging those who use #URExchange
- Asking questions and showing our support on students’ posts
- Showing support for volunteers

Follow @CURinAction and we will follow you back!